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Application Security Challenges

● Traditional vulnerability scanners are outdated and It was designed for application 

development before the proliferation of public cloud. 

● Modern application architecture is complex and it is designed as a collection of 

services and data are fully decoupled from the application.

● Cloud providers focused on security at infrastructure deliverables but Customers 

application security is out of scope

● No resource to oversee the security status of all the application security issues



How eCyCSM can help you?
● eCyLabs Continuous Security Monitoring (eCyCSM) can create application specific threat 

hunting bots to proactively analyse security threats in your cloud application ecosystem as an 

outsider and provide a 360 degree view of your application security posture from code to 

cloud from a single dashboard

● eCyCSM threat hunting leverages various specialised bots like OWASP Detections, 

Cryptographic Weakness Scanners, DAST, code repository scanners, and outdated 

component detectors. 

● eCyLabs OverWatch provides continuous human analysis, to predict exploits in advance and 

alert for threats that need your attention. Through eCyCSM, we offer unparalleled expertise 

and tools to identify emerging threats and vulnerabilities, augmented by AI-powered 

recommendations for effective remediation.



eCyLabs Security Platform Features

● Cloud Platform 

eCyLabs Security Platform to provide 360 degree 
detection of your security posture from code to cloud.

● AI Assistant
AI Assistant in our Platform can help you with 
remediation steps and patching best practices.

● Exploitability Index

With Exploitability Index, you get insight about  how likely 
the vulnerability will get exploited and  prioritize the items 
that demand immediate attention.

● Compliance Dashboard 

Compliance specific Dashboards with clear visibility and 
metrics for threat mitigation.
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Thank You!

Connect with our Security Advisor & Get Started 

enquiry@ecylabs.com

+91 4224959849

https://lnkd.in/gaEe6G29

https://ecylabs.com/calendar
Our application security incident 
response team is eager to team up 
with you to boost your application's 
security. Let's work together to 
enhance your security posture!
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